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Well some see this life as nothing more than pain,
It's pay out this and line up here,
It's all just too insane...
Well I feel the blues a coming down like rain...
My feelings are so complicated I, wish I could explain...

Don't have two words, for the way I feel, I know I really
need someone
And I need something that is REEEEEEALLLL...

(Chorus) BUT WE... CANT... STOP...
... THIS... WORLD... FROM... IT's...
CRASH AND BURN. IT'S CRASH AND BURN

Well Lonlieness becomes a way of life,
And you turn on your tv set,
Too shine out all the strife,
But there are things that help to ease the pain,
Well you get that call, he guarantee's to paralyze... your
brain

Don't have two dreams... For the way you feel...
You know it's really all you need to, pretend that it's...
... Real...
BUT... WE... CANT... STOP... THIS... WORLD... FROM...
IT's...

CRASH AND BURN...
IT's... CRASH AND BURN

But... We... Cant... Stop... this... World... from... it's...
Crash and Burn...
It's Crash and Burn! well some see this life as nothing
more than pain,
It's pay out this and line up here,
It's all just too insane...
Well I feel the blues a coming down like rain...
My feelings are so complicated I, wish I could explain...

Don't have two words, for the way I feel, I know I really
need someone
And I need something that is reeeeeeallll...
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(Chorus) but we... cant... stop...
... this... world... from... it's...
Crash and burn. it's crash and burn

Well lonlieness becomes a way of life,
And you turn on your tv set,
Too shine out all the strife,
But there are things that help to ease the pain,
Well you get that call, he guarantee's to paralyze... your
brain

Don't have two dreams... for the way you feel...
You know it's really all you need to, pretend that it's...
... real...
But... we... cant... stop... this... world... from... it's...

Crash and burn...
It's... crash and burn

But... we... cant... stop... this... world... from... it's... crash
and burn...
It's crash and burn!
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